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ABSTRACT
Now a Days the circulation of multimedia content over the internet technology is very prominent and it is important
to provide security and authentication to content owner. In this Process, technology has to provide security for
content without data loss or theft while transmitting the data through internet. Till now, In C. C. Chang like
technologies provided some security for the content but while extracting the original content robustness and visual
clarity is less. In various technologies lot of disturbances are observed because they do not consider the HVS
characteristics. At present achieving the reversibility become complicated task. Here, we proposed an efficient data
embedding scheme using reversible technique for MPEG-4 video and we analyzed the video characteristics using
Human Visual system(HVS) and PSNR values for better visual qualities.
Keywords : DCT, Multiple bits reversible process, PSNR, MSE, HVS, MPEG-4 standards.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the present multimedia broadcasting technologies the
data embedding in the image, video, audio etc., is very
important for the authentication purpose by using water
marking and steganography [7]. The various data
embedding schemes are useful for the cover contents
such as image, audio, video etc. for embedding the data
„I‟ The secret information which is hided data by using
various embedding schemes it can store in image, video
etc., It depends on the application of embedded scheme
will be varied with the digital data representation of
image, video etc. How much data has need to compress
it depends on the usage of compression standards like
JPEG, MPEG, JVT, H.264 etc. for better storage and
transmission, extraction [11]. Present technology days,
there is a b relationship between multimedia data and
compression standards in that data embedding is a good
research area. The data embedding is done in both
domains i-e. compressed and uncompressed domains on
image or video. The data hiding in the compressed
domain is the present technology demanding and it has
various advantages [12].

The widely used transforming technique is that DCT, in
this technique the multimedia data is transformed to
frequency domain. In the compression standards like
JPEG, MPEG, JVT etc. The primary step is that
embedding data into the quantized DCT co-efficient for
better robustness. In practical implementation of data
embedding we should consider the bit rate control etc.
the common practice data can be embedded in
reversible or irreversible manner both in the compressed
and uncompressed standards. Most of the peculiar
applications like RADAR, Military, Medical imaging
are required to get the information in original form. So,
the embedding scheme intention is that we should get
back the data in original form or restoration of data [10,
4, 14, 9, 12]. For reversible process more modification
are required for the cover content a part from the regular
modifications bits additional modifications are required
to the secret data .In this process ,the original content
get visual degradation, this become a challenging task
for research
to improve the visual quality and
embedding capacity [7].hence, to achieving the better
capacity embedding is limiting factor for hide the data
in reversible for embedding [12,6,6] The scheme uses
the middle frequency coefficients for embedding the
data achieves better visual quality in PSNR, MSE etc.,
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this is enough for embedding the data reversible manner
for to involve in more modification to the cover content
[6].most literature work for watermarking or
steganography application‟s ,aim of work measures
PSNR, MSE etc. are used for better visual quality of
degraded image/video [5]. manner .To achieve this there
are few techniques for better HVS and embedding
capacity[3,15].some other works will help to analyze
the characteristics under the category of frequency
domain for that purpose middle frequency coefficients
of DCT block are used While embedding the data in
DCT domain it should consider the HVS characteristics
for visual quality since ,when the data embedded in
DCT domain the PSNR is not so good compression
technique .This paper we covered following section -2
explanation about the compression standards in MPEG4 and proposed scheme ,section -3 explain the results
analysis and we conclude the paper in the section 4&5.

II. PROPOSED WORK
We embed the data into the MPEG-4 video during the
process of compressing raw YUV video into MPEG -4
format. Broadly ,the embedding framework in MPEG-4
include the formation of intra coded frames and inter
coded frames followed by encoding .specifically it
include the components like DCT, quantization,
embedding, prediction ,encoding as in figure1. The
MPEG-4 compression involves the formation of
sequence of three kinds of frames :I-frames, P-,Bframes are called predicted frames. The I-frames are
coded using intra frame technique, i.e. they can be
reconstructed without having the reference to any other
frame. The P-frames are coded using the inter frame
technique called forward prediction. They are forward
predicted from the recent I-frame or P-frame. The Bframes are also coded using inter frame technique but
they are both forward predicted from the recent and
backward predicted from the future I-frame or P-frame,
i.e. two other frames are necessary to reconstruct the Bframes. Hence, in the MPEG-4 compression the Iframes are the key frames without which the
reconstruction of the compressed video is not possible.
Multiple feedbacks can be used by the encoder in
predictive coding to improve the performance of coding .
In this paper ,we choose the luminance component (Y)
of the every I-frame for embedding the data. we take
8x8 block of a luminance component (Y) of an I-frame,
get the quantized DCT coefficients and embed the data

into it. Note that we present only the steps of interest in
MPEG-4 compression in figure 1.
a. Models and Notations
The raw YUV video consist of sequence of frame F =
{f¯1 , f¯2 , ..., f¯n } be the sequence of original
frames of raw YUV video ,where „n‟is the total number
of frames .each frame fi€ F consists of one
luminance ,two chroma components. Let f¯i = {Y, Cb,
Cr} where Y is the luminance component and Cb, Cr
are the two chroma components of fi. .all these
components can be compressed using MPEG-4 encoder.
While the compression process is being carried out, the
MPEG-4 encoder expresses the frames in F as the
sequence of I-,P-,B- frames. Then F-=I ᴗPᴗB, where I
is the set of I-frames called reference frames and P,B
are the sets of P-,B- frames, which are the predicted
frames .Though, all the frames in F- can be used for
embedding the data ,we use only I-frames for
embedding .Let Let I ={I1 , I2 , ..., Im }where
m<n. as we concern with I, let Ii={Yi,Cib,Cri},where Yi
is the luminance component of Ii, Ciband ,Cri are the
two chroma components of Ii. we consider Yi
embedding the data. Here each Yi, of size n1 xn2 ,is
partitioned into 8x8 blocks of intensity values. we
assume that both n1,n2 are the multiples of 8. Let
Yi={B1i,Bi2 ….,Bil},Where Bij is the jth 8X8 block of Yi
and l= (n1xn2)/64.Here m^=mxl gives the total number
of blocks in the setI . These 8x8 non-overlapping
blocks are transformed into 2-dimensional DCT using
(1).

Figure 1: The framework o f embedding in MPEG-4
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Here,0≤ u,v≤7,and Bij(x,y) represent the intensity value
(pixel value) of block Bij at the coordinate (x,y)in the
special domain and Fu,v represent the coefficient at the
coordinate (u,v) in the frequency domain .the inverse
DCT(IDCT) is obtained by (2) as follows ,where α(e)
are the same as in (1),and 0≤x,y≤7.

Let B^ i={B^1, B^2,…. B^l} be the set of 8x8 blocks of
DCT coefficients of Yi,and Q be a 8X8 block of the
quantization table used in intraframe coding .Let Ci=
{C1,C2,C3….Cl} be the set of 8x8 blocks of quantized
DCT coefficients and Ci^={C’1,C2’,……C,l}be the set
of embedded blocks of Yi.Let Di(1≤i≤9) be the set of
quantized DCT coefficients from high frequency to low
frequency of a 8x8 block as show in figure 2[6]. Let
(di,1,di,2,….di,k(i)) be the sequence of quantized DCT
coefficients in the set Di,where k(i) is given in table (1).

-1 if s=1, t=1, u=1,
Where s,t,u three consecutive data bits in I to be
embedded .

Figure 2: Chosen sets for embedding
i
K(i)

1
7

2
7

3
7

4
6

5
6

6
5

7
5

8
4

9
4

Table 1: The size of the chosen sets for embedding

b. Data Embedd`ing procedure
We embed the data in the middle frequency components
as in C.C.chang et.al. scheme [6].the sets Di(1≤i≤9) are
consider for embedding as shown in figure 2.we embed
the data into the middle frequency zero coefficients of
the chosen sets. the data is embedded based on the
number of ceaseless zeros bi ,from high frequency to low
frequency in the chosen set. when bi≥[k(i)/2], use the
quantized DCT coefficient di,[k(i)/2] ,where k (i) is given
in the table1.the major difference between the proposed
scheme and the C.C chang et.al. scheme is that embeds
a single bit any where in the sets Di when bi≥2 where as
the proposed scheme embeds multiple bits (encoded
form) exactly in the middle of the sets Di, which results
in better visual quality in terms of HVS based
measures.Further ,it is simple and correctness of
reversibility can easily be verified. let x=di,[k(i)/2],use the
following s,f,s‟,g functions where s is used to encode
the data bits ,f is used to embed the bits ,s‟ is used to
extract and decode the data bits and g is used to restore
new coefficients as shown in figure.3

S(s,t,u) =

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

if s=t=u=0,
if s=0, t=0, u=1,
if s=0, t=1, u=0,
if s=0, t=1, u=1,
if s=1, t=0, u=0,
if s=1, t=0, u=1,
if s=1, t=1, u=0,

Figure 3. The Embedding and Extraction Procedure
X‟ = f(x) =

S‟ (x) =

g(x) =

S(s,t,u) if x=0
x + 6 if x > 0,
X – 1 if x < 0,

(0,0,0) if x=0,
(0,0,1) if x=1,
(0,1,0) if x=2,
(0,1,1) if x=3,
(1,0,0) if x=4,
(1,0,1) if x=5,
(1,1,0) if x=6,
(1,1,1) if x=-1
0 if -1 ≤ x ≤ 6
x - 6 if x > 6,
x + 1 if x < -1

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3)
These functions satisfy the following conditions :
1.|x-x‟|≤6
2.for all x;f(x)=x‟=>g(x‟)=x.
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3.for all s,t,u;S(s,t,u)=y=>s‟(y)=(s,t,u) and the function
{000,001,010,011 ,100,101, 110,111} or the symbol
┴ ,which indicates that no bits were embedded in y.
Algorithm 1: Data embedding scheme
Input : I={I1,I2,………….Im} be the set of I-frames and Ї
be the data to be embedded .
Output: the set of I-frames with embedded data for all
Ii€ I do
extract the Yi from Ii
partition Yi →{B1i,B2i…….,Bil}
for each Bji€ Yi ,where 1≤j≤l do
find the DCT coefficients in Bij :Ḃji
=DCT(Bji);
quantized DCT coefficients in Ḃji in as
Below :
For i1 ← 1 to 8 do
for i2← 1 to 8 do
Cj(i1,i2)= Ḃji(i1,i2)/Q(i1,i2);
end
end
consider Dk(1≤k≤9) sets of Cj as shown in
figure2;
Let bk be the number ceaseless zeros from high
frequency to low frequency in the set DK;
begin
if bk=[K(k)/2]-1 and x=dk,[K(k)/2]≠ 0
Then
eliminate the ambiguity using the
Function f in equation in (4)
End
if bk≥[K(k)/2] and x=dk,[K(k)/2]=0
Then
Embed three consecutive bits s,t,u from Ї
Using the function f in equation (4)
end
end
Let the resultant block be Cj‟;
end
combine all the C‟j;
C^i←{C1,C2,.....,Cl‟};
restore the C^i back to Ii={Ci,Cbi,Cri}
end
we first denote every three data bits with single value as
given by the function S as given by the function S in
equation (3).then the data bits in the encoded single
value is embedded into the x=di,[k(i)/2] using the function
f in equation (4). the algorithm for the above proposed
method is presented in the following .During the
compression ,F is given as input to the MPEG-4
encoder .as it is stated earlier ,the MPEG-4 encoder

expresses the frames of F as the sequence of I-,P-,Bframes . we consider the set of I-frames for embedding
the data bits. we present our proposed data scheme in
Algorithm
c. Data extraction procedure
the data extraction is an inverse process of data
embedding .we extract the data bits using the function
S‟and restore the modified coefficients using the
function g ,when bi≥[K(i)/2]-1 . we present our
proposed data extraction and restoration using the
algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Data extraction scheme:
Input: I, the set of I-frames with embedded data
Output: the set of restored I-Frames, and the extracted
Data: Ї‟
forall the Ii€ I do
Extract the Ci^ from Ii;
Partition Ci^ →{C‟1,C‟2,……C‟l}
foreach Cj‟€ C^I do
consider DK(1≤k≤9) sets of C‟j as shown in
figure 2;
begin
extract the data bits when
bk≥[K(k)/2]-1 using the function S‟ in
equation (5);
Restore
the
modified
coefficients using the function g in euation (6);
end
Let the resultant block be Ej‟;
De-quantize the elements of Ej‟ as follows :
for i1← 1to 8 do
for i2← 1to 8 do
Rj(i1,i2)=Ej‟(i1,i2) x Q(i1,i2);
end
end
Rj‟(i1,i2)= IDCT(Rj‟);
end
combine all the Rj‟ blocks to get the Ri^
Rj^←{R‟1,R‟2,……..Rl‟};
Restore the Ri^ back to Ii={Ri^,Cbi,Cri}
end

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We use various QCIF formatted videos in our
experiment, including MissAm, Akiyo, CarPhone,
SalesMan, etc. Some of the test videos are shown. The
frame size of all these test videos is 176 X 144 pixels.
We compress these test videos by the standard MPEG-4
encoder. The widely used measurement for evaluating
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the visual quality of Stegovideo (Watermark) is PSNR
(peak signal to noise ratio). The PSNR for each YUV
channel of a frame is given by the equation (7).

Table-2 : Results of test videos

MissAm
MotherDoughter
Claire
Bridge(far)
Suzie
Highway
GrandMother
Silent
Akiyo
Table
CarPhone
Foreman
Soccer
SalesMan
Hall
Coastguard
News
Bridge(close)
Container
Tempete
Bus
Football
Mobile

(8)
pixel values at eh coordinate (x,y) of original and
distorted (embedded) video YUV channels respectively,
each of size M X N. As we stated before, the PSNR do
not capture the HVS properties. We propose to use the
quality metrics PSNR-HVS-M [23], while evaluating
the visual degradation of the distorted image/video.
Especially, these HVS based measures very much
suitable to assess the visual quality when the data is
embedded into the DCT domain.

Another measurement used for evaluating the
performance of the data embedding scheme is High
Embedding Capacity. We define the embedding
capacity as the number of bits that can be embedded
into a single Yi. The tabulated results are shown in table
2. From our experiment results it is evident that the
proposed scheme achieves almost the triple embedding
capacity of C.C.Chang etal. Scheme. The quality
interms of PSNR HVS M is better. Hence our proposed
scheme outperformed in both the embedding capacity
and visual quality.

c.c
chnag
et.al
scheme
capacity
PSNRM
3561
32.0302
3559
32.0302
3548
32.0302
3538
32.0302
3547
32.0302
3526
32.0302
3534
32.0302
3549
32.0302
3525
32.0302
3521
32.0302
3506
32.0302
3522
32.0302
3527
32.0302
3506
32.0302
3492
32.0302
3481
32.0302
3445
32.0302
3382
32.0302
3431
32.0302
3431
32.0302
3132
32.0302
2999
32.0302
2983
32.0302

proposed
scheme
capacity
10611
10458
10455
10440
10416
10398
10266
10122
10191
10095
10053
9765
10011
9987
9804
9813
9576
9471
9387
8505
7944
7314
5952

Column1
PSNRM
30.1791
31.5511
30.5992
30.0912
31.6482
30.5934
31.197
33.2746
31.7589
31.0394
32.6085
33.1772
31.8507
33.2789
32.3012
32.0685
32.5057
32.1145
31.6479
36.2613
34.0252
34.0712
37.7698

IV. CONCLUSION
When the data is embedded in the DCT domain, the
distortions introduced cannot be captured by the PSNR
alone. The combination of HVS based measures could
provide a good measure of visual quality. Improving the
HVS based measures by maintaining the acceptable
range of PSNR could be the better measure of overall
visual quality and high embedding capacity in DCT
domain. The proposed reversible data embedding
scheme which embed the data into middle frequency
components of a quantized dct block. Triple the
embedding capacity by improving the visual quality in
terms of HVS based measures.
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